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C5 ROCKER INSTALLATION 
 

1. Clean rocker area of the car of all polishes & waxes with a Prepsol or other 
paint prep cleaner. Cleaning of any surface for 3M tape adhesion is extremely 
important. Also surface and part temperature should be no less than 80 
degrees F.  

2. Positioning of Part on Rocker  
3. The top center of the part should be approximately 2 inches from bottom 

edge of the door. This is again, very important because the taped edge of the 
part was designed to give the maximum adhesion at his location.  

4. Do not remove all of the tape backing at once. Starting at rear of part pull 
approximately 18” and work forward pulling tape backing 12” at a time.  

5. Attach bottom flanges on underside with self tapping screws.  
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6. Clean rocker area of the car of all polishes & waxes with a Prepsol or other 
paint prep cleaner. Cleaning of any surface for 3M tape adhesion is extremely 
important. Also surface and part temperature should be no less than 80 
degrees F.  

7. Positioning of Part on Rocker  
8. The top center of the part should be approximately 2 inches from bottom 

edge of the door. This is again, very important because the taped edge of the 
part was designed to give the maximum adhesion at his location.  

9. Do not remove all of the tape backing at once. Starting at rear of part pull 
approximately 18” and work forward pulling tape backing 12” at a time.  

10. Attach bottom flanges on underside with self tapping screws.  
 


